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The Error Calculations between the Original Image and the Restored    

Image Using the Computer Simulated Peaks as an Object and                     

a Pyramidal Shaped Tip by the Blind Tip Estimation Algorithm. 
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Abstract: Images produced by AFM are distorted due to the dilation of AFM tip with the 

features of sample. To overcome this problem it is necessary to estimate the tip geometry in 

order to reduce such distortions and reconstruct specimen surface. Even though tip 

characterization can be achieved by various approaches, blind tip reconstruction is uniquely 

important since it estimates the tip using the AFM image of an unknown sample geometry 

(therefore its name). Here we present two types of results for estimating the AFM tip shape 

and for sample surface reconstruction, namely via computer simulation results and by actual 

experimental results. In both approaches, a dilation has been used for imaging, an iterative 

process employing the equation of the blind tip reconstruction algorithm has been used for the 

tip estimation process, and an erosion procedure has been used for surface reconstruction. 
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، مى  الرىريرت ديى ير لةالعينة. للتغلب على  هى ا اكشى  مع ميزات dilation tip AFMمشوهة بسبب  AFMالصور التي ينتجها  المستخلص:
tip geometry      وصىي  على  الىر م مى  جيمىن تح ى  تييى  د العينىة.مى  جلىت ديليىت مهىت هى ا التشىوهات يبعىا س بنىا   ىAFM tip رق ب ى

  تىاي ية  ير معريفىة ويباللعينة هن  AFMمهمة بش ت فري  لأنها دي ر ال رف با تخ ام صورس   blind tip estimationفإن طريية  مختلفة،
يبية ئج محاكاس ال مبيودر يالنتائج التجر جت عبر يمتا العينة،يلإعا س بنا       tip AFMم  هنا اد  اسمها(. يمي م هنا يموعين م  النتائج لتي ير ش ت 

مى  لعمليىة بنىا  ال ىرف الأع  سوارزميىة بعىاخالفعلية. في كلا النهجين ، تم ا تخ ام التو يع للتصوير ، يق  تم ا ىتخ ام عمليىة د راريىة دسىتخ م معا لىة 
 لإ ترلاع صورس العينة. erosionدي ير ال رف ، كما تم ا تخ ام بلرا  

 ةال لمات اكفتاحية: ا ترلاع الصورس، التو ع، لهاز دصوير العينات ال قيية، صورس لعينة هن  ية  ير معريف
1. INTRODUCTION 
i        Scanning probe microscopy (SPM), which mainly comprises Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM) and Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM), provides three-dimensional 

topographical images with a resolution that is at, or is near to, the atomic level (Villarrubia, 

1997; Binning et al., 1986).  However, whilst such a high resolution image is an important 

requisite for accurate measurement, distortions induced by the tip of the Atomic Force 

Microscope may become significant whenever the sample consists of features with aspect 

ratios that are similar to that of the AFM tip. These distortions are reflected by the tip-sample 

interaction during the imaging process, wherein the tip is scanned over the sample surface. 

Various methods may be used to reduce, or remove such distortions. An algorithm for this 

purpose is the blind tip estimation approach (Villarrubia 1997), which has been reproduced 

here by the author for both computer simulation and experimental results. This involves the 

process of estimating the tip shape from an image of a tip characterizer sample that does not 

have an accurately pre-known geometry.  

         Images produced by AFM are distorted due to the dilation of AFM tip with the features 

of sample. To overcome this problem it is necessary to estimate the tip geometry in order to 

reduce such distortions and reconstruct specimen surface (Tian et al., 2008). Even though tip 

characterization can be achieved by various approaches, blind tip reconstruction is uniquely 

important since it estimates the tip using the AFM image of an unknown sample geometry 
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(therefore its name). This technique was first introduced theoretically and independently by 

(Villarubia,1996; Williams, 1996). Then, this algorithm was numerically implemented by 

(Villarrubia 1997). It is based upon the self-imaging principle, thus information about the tip 

geometry and the specimen surface are provided by the AFM image at each location 

(Villarrubia, 1994;Tranchida, 2006). 

      Here we present two types of results for estimating the AFM tip shape and for sample 

surface reconstruction, namely via computer simulation results and by actual experimental 

results. In both approaches, a dilation has been used for imaging, an iterative process 

employing the equation of the blind tip reconstruction algorithm has been used for the tip 

estimation process, and an erosion procedure has been used for surface reconstruction. 

2. Blind tip estimation algorithm 

     The blind tip estimation algorithm relies on set theory and morphological operations 

(Shuai et al., 2008).This problem of reconstructing the actual surface topography of an AFM 

sample has been investigated by many researchers. AFM images were restored by (Pingali 

and Jain, 1992)using mathematical morphological operators. The blind tip reconstruction 

technique was first introduced theoretically and independently by (Villarubia,1996; Williams 

et al.,1996). Then this algorithm was developed by (Villarrubia1997), which is based on the 

mathematical morphology. Dongmo used this algorithm successfully for reconstructing a 

stylus profilometer tip, then a comparison was carried out between the reconstructed tip shape 

and its SEM image (Dongmo et al., 2000). Subsequently (Todd and Steven, 2001) showed 

that noise in the AFM image causes a distortion in the tip estimation and proposed an 

approach to improve the algorithm. Recently (Tranchida et al., 2006) has taken the effects of 

operating parameters (for instance, sampling intervals and instrumental noise) into 

consideration in the practical use of the algorithm. After that he introduced guidelines and the 

appropriate experimental conditions that are relevant to the blind estimation algorithm. 

       Here we introduce Villarrubia's method where it is based upon set theory(Villarrubia 

1997). Using this technique, where the surface topography is unknown, it is possible to 

estimate the tip shape from an AFM image of the sample which has an unknown surface 

geometry. 

The image of the object is obtained by the dilation of the sample and the reflection of the tip . 

                                 (1) 

Where  is the image of the sample,  is the genuine surface topography, and  is 

the reflection of the tip . 

In the case where the actual surface topography is known then by using erosion, the estimated 

tip shape is 

                                           (2) 

Where  is the estimated tip surface shape of the AFM tip. 

Sample reconstruction by erosion can be written as 

                                               (3) 

Where  is the reconstructed sample surface topography. 

The iterative process for blind tip estimation is defined by the following equation: 

                   (4)                                                                 

In Equation (4.17), the calculation of the iteration result is based on the  result. 

Where  is a point of interest in the image  

                                      (5) 
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 is a set of points in  that can contact the image I at a point of interest  with the apex 

point contained in the image  I. 

At convergence, the result of the estimated tip shape  can be determined as 

                                   (6)                                                                                       

The preceding results of Equation (4) is larger than or equal to the result of each iteration of 

Equation  (4) 

Upon convergence, the final result gives the best estimate of the tip shape that is obtained by 

this blind reconstruction method. 

3. Simulation results for the blind tip estimation algorithm 

     In this section we present the simulation results for the blind tip estimation algorithm. The 

author has implemented this method (blind tip estimation) based on the algorithm which is 

described by (Villarrubia1997) in the previous section. This simulation has been performed in 

order to compare the tip shape that is estimated from a dilated image with the original tip 

shape, which was reconstructed using C code. Also, the approach was used to compare the 

original raw image with the restored image that was obtained using the erosion of the dilated 

image by the blind estimated tip. 

4. RESULTS 

          Fig. 1 shows simulation results for the blind tip estimation approach using the Matlab 

peaks function as a sample object and a pyramidal shaped tip. In these simulations computer 

models of the peaks object geometry and the pyramidal tip were constructed, as are shown in 

Fig. 1(a), (b), (c), and (d) as a two dimensional image of the peaks object, a three dimensional 

image of the peaks object, a two dimensional image of the pyramidal shaped tip, and a three 

dimensional image of the pyramidal shaped tip, respectively. Then, the AFM image of the 

peaks object was calculated from the sample (peaks object) and the tip (pyramidal shaped tip) 

by a dilation operation, which is illustrated in Fig. 1(e) and (f) as two dimensional and three 

dimensional images, respectively. The result of the iterative process of applying the equation 

for the blind tip estimation algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1(g) and (h) as two dimensional and 

three dimensional images of the estimated AFM tip, respectively. Fig. 1(i) and (j) show the 

two dimensional and three dimensional images of the restored AFM image of the sample, 

respectively after applying the erosion operation between the raw AFM image (dilated image) 

and the estimated AFM tip shape. 
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Fig. 1 Continued on the next page. 
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Fig. 1 Computer simulation results of the blind tip estimation algorithm 

using the peaks function as the object and a pyramidal shaped tip; (a) the 

2D original image (peaks); (b) the 3D original image; (c) the  2D image of a 

pyramidal shaped tip; (d) the 3D image of a pyramidal shaped tip; (e) the 

2D raw AFM image (dilated image); (f) the 3D raw AFM image (dilated 

image); (g)the 2D blind estimated tip image; (h) the 3D blind estimated tip 

image; (i) the 2D reconstructed image that is the result of an erosion 

operation between the blind estimated AFM tip shape and the raw AFM 

image (dilated image); (j) the 3D reconstructed image; (k)the 2D error in 

the reconstructed image; (l) the 3D error in the reconstructed image. 

Table 1 presents the error calculations between the original image and the restored image for 

computer simulation results of the blind tip estimation algorithm using the Matlab peaks 

function as an object and a pyramidal shaped tip. From this table, it can be seen that the mean 

value of error between the original image and the restored image is 0.672 nm, the standard 

deviation is 0.708 nm, the minimum value of error is 0 nm, the maximum value of the error is 

13.977 nm, and the root mean square error is 0.672 nm. 
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Table 1 The error calculations between the original image and the 

restored image for  computer simulation results of the blind tip estimation 

algorithm using the Matlab peaks function as an object and a pyramidal 

shaped tip. 

Mean of error  

[nm] 

Standard 

deviation of 

error [nm] 

Minimum 

error   [nm] 

Maximum 

error     [nm] 

   RMSE       

[nm] 

0.672 0.708 0 13.977 0.672 

 
 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 The error image between the original image (Matlab peaks function) that is shown in 

Fig. 2(a) and the restored image that is illustrated in Fig. 1(i) ; (a) the 2D error image;  (b) the 

3D error image.  
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5. CONCLUSION 

       In this paper, the blind tip estimation algorithm was investigated via computer simulation. 

simulations were performed in terms of the blind tip estimation algorithm for AFM tip 

geometry (a pyramidal shaped tip) with object (the peaks function object).  In terms of the 

computer simulated the peaks function object, table 1 presents the error calculations between 

the original image and the restored image for  computer simulation results of the blind tip 

estimation algorithm using the Matlab peaks function as an object and a pyramidal shaped tip. 

As a result from the computer simulation, it can be seen that the mean value of error between 

the original image and the restored image is 0.672 nm, the standard deviation is 0.708 nm, the 

minimum value of error is 0 nm, the maximum value of the error is 13.977 nm, and the root 

mean square error is 0.672 nm. 
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